
 
 
 
 
         May 2012 
 
 
To incoming 8th graders and their parents, 
 
 
 This communication is four pages long.  It explains the photography assignment and provides 
pointers and info on airport security and use of the camera.  I hope that you find the time to read 
through all of it.  The students were given hard copies of most of this information on the last week of 
school. 
 
 
 Your young adult should have three rolls of tri-x 400 film which was given out on May 30th.  
Please have them read over it, and review the techniques.  They are encouraged to shoot more than 
that over the summer.   Kodak T-max 400 or 100 film is a good substitute for Tri-x 400, but avoid “CN” 
black and white film if possible.   
 
 If your 8th grader has borrowed a film camera (almost all have), they are responsible for 
bringing it back in one piece.  Cameras do break and that’s expected.  If negligence is involved, then 
the student may be held responsible for the cost of the camera.  I’ve requested the payment for only 
two cameras out of over 350 summer loans, so it’s clear that Green Acres students take good care of 
relatively expensive cameras.   
 
 Digital color photography will be an integral part of the 8th grade program next year.  
Your young adult has either told me that they have a digital camera, or I have loaned them one from 
the photography program.  In addition to the film shooting, digital shooting is also required.  At the 
end of the summer, they should edit their images, put them on a hard drive, and burn them to a CD or 
flash drive (best method), or bring them uploaded on a flash card.  They should bring in at least 
50-100 images and these should be the very best of what they shot, having edited them down 
from a much higher number.  They should bring the images in to school in the first week in 
September and download the images to the server, putting them into their own folder, and having 
them available to work with in Photoshop and to print when possible.    
 
 Have a great summer and I look forward to teaching your 8th grader next year!! 
 
 
       Sincerely, 
 
 
       Victor Stekoll 
 
Review the list on the back of this page carefully and incorporate them into your shooting! 
 
 
 
 

 



 
 
 
 

Assignment Reminders 
 
1.  Shoot the assignment outdoors-avoid indoor flash photographs.  Take your camera with you on 
vacations.   
 
2.  Never open the camera back until you are sure that the film is rewound-shoot at least the two rolls 
that you have been given.  All cameras should rewind automatically Tri-x is the best film and what you 
have, T-max 400 is also OK, black and white CN (c-41 color process) should be avoided, it’s not 
really black and white and is hard to print and must be developed at a lab.  Speeds other than 400 
that are black and white are OK.   
 
3.  The subject should fill the frame-move closer if it doesn’t or zoom in. (You have to decide 
what the subject is, you’re not just shooting away!) 
 
5.  These cameras can focus pretty close, remember to do many macro shots that are extreme close-
ups of people and things.  Zoom in when focusing, get as close as you can!  The camera will not 
shoot if the image is not in focus.   
 
6.  Don’t wait until the last two weeks of the summer-don’t shoot up the film around the house-go out 
somewhere. 
 
7.  Remember the techniques for black and white- reflections, repetition, circles and ovals, lines, 
texture, patterns, rule of thirds, etc.  Study the following page! 
 
8.  Take photos of people whenever possible. 
 
9.  Shoot in all sun or all shade, not mixed-the sun should be behind your back when possible. 
 
10.  About airport security:  TSA claims that the film will be fine if the ASA is under 800, but 
many rolls of Tri-x 400 (what we are using) have been fogged by security machines at airports.  
Best: hand carry the camera through the detector with you, ask for a hand inspection of the 
camera.  Second Best:  if they insist, put the camera through the machine as with your carry 
on luggage.  Never: send film or camera that has film in it with luggage, the x-rays are super 
strong on baggage and will likely ruin the film.   
 
11.  Bring in your film the first day of school in September and Victor will collect it. 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 

Techniques in Black and White/Color Photography 
 
1.  Use lines and patterns 
 
2.  Good contrast range from black to white 
 
3.  Use of shadows 
 
4.  Use Rule of Thirds-have subject off center, not in the middle 
 
5.  Sharpness-image must be sharp 
 
6.  Repetition of objects, shapes, or subjects 
 
7.  Texture in wood, rock, clothing 
 
8.  Geometry, expecially circles and ovals 
 
9.  Create diagonals in your photos 
 
10.  Capture the “decisive moment” when possible 
 
11.  The subject should fill the frame 
 
12.  Create mystique-make the viewer wonder how the photo was done 
 
13.  Reflection in glass, mirrors, and walls 
 
14.  Make the photo 3-Dimensions, have a foreground, middle ground, and 
background. 
 
15.  Don’t forget to try some camera tilts! 
 
16.  When you have a great subject and you know it, takes several shots from different 
angles/views.  Don’t be happy with one shot! 
 
17.  Try some night photos, especially digital where you can see what you are getting.   
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 

   Guidelines for using Canon EOS Cameras 
Rebel/Elan/A-2 

 
1.  Keep the lens clean and be very careful to never drop the camera or bump it into things.   It is made of plastic and is fragile.  Keep 

the lens cap on when not using for a while.  Some of you do not have lens caps.  Be very careful with what you bump into with the lens.  

Always keep the camera around your neck!  Never run with the camera! 

 

2.  The cameras use two CR-2 batteries (Rebel).  Elan and A-2 use one 2CR-5 battery.  You should purchase an extra set of 

batteries to have on hand as these may go bad during the summer. 

 

3.  Place the switch on the lens to AF for automatic focus, the cameras will focus for you before you take the photo.  Place on MF and 

you will need to focus it yourself. This might happen if the AF setting won’t focus on what you want it to.   

 

4.  Load the film by putting it into the slot in the back of the camera.  Pull the film out right to the red dot or line on the other side while 

the film is flat.  The common error is to pull the film out too far, thus incorrectly loading the film.  Pull the film to the red dot, make it lie 

flat and close the back of the camera.  The film should go all the way out to 37, then shoot back to 36, shooting down from 36 to 1 and 

then rewinding automatically when it’s done (for Rebels).  For Elan and A-2, the camera will move to one and shoot from one to 36, 

rewinding all the way back when it is done.   

 

5.  The best position for the dial on the top right is P, for Program.  It will set the best combination of shutter speeds and F stops for the 

lighting.  Turn the camera to the off position (red L) when you are not using it for several hours or days.  You may experiment with other 

settings.  The flower setting is macro, taking real close ups of small things.   Think about taking photos of things real close up.   

 

6.  You may use the flash if you need light on subjects.  Push the flash button on the top left side of the camera, and it will pop up.  

Push it down to close it.  The camera setting must be on P (program) for the flash to work this way. 

 

7.  Remember to shoot in all sun or all shade, not mixed. 

 

8.   Remember that the subject should fill the frame.   

 

9. Happy Shooting!!! 

 
 
 


